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Welcome to Penn Law's monthly e-brief, a digest of the Law School's top 10 news stories and events.
Doug Helman L’16 and Danielle
McCall L’16 named winners of this
year’s Edwin R. Keedy Cup
Penn Law brings IP law expertise to
the world with free online course
Center on Professionalism helps
students become experts in
frequently used legal technologies
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Madhu Muthukumar L’09 uses his
legal education to lead the Twitter
Moments product team
Prof. David Skeel explains Puerto
Rico’s financial crisis and why
bankruptcy should be on the table
Ben Wiener L’14, a Penn Law public
interest fellow, represents indigent
clients with “years of life at stake”
RegBlog series: Will the Paris
agreement make a difference? 
New "Case in Point" episode
explores the changing international
economic order
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Wan-an Chiang LLM’04, L’06 and
Chiao-hui Su LLM’07 elected to
parliament in Taiwan
Follow @PennLaw on Instagram to
see the latest in #PennLawLife!
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